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Some Statistics:

I work with (and supervise in) many themes in theoretical and
applied statistics – from ‘theorem and proof’ style methodology to
applications in biology, medicine, political science.

* mentored 5 PostDocs;

* supervised or co-supervised 16 PhDs;

* supervised ⇡ 35 Master students.

Generally: I like supervision and co-supervision (which is not a
guarantee that I’m always good at it).

* people are di↵erent [surprise];

* students are di↵erent;

* projects are di↵erent.
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Congratulations: you’ve come far in life

What’s next, what’s ahead of you?

We can summarise previous experiences ...

p(x1, . . . , xk) = Pr{success | x1, . . . , xk},

so just plug in your own covariates x1, . . . , xk in the logistic
regression:

* cleverness;

* attitude & motivation & appetite;

* you liked what you did in your Master’s thesis;

* you like to write (also preliminary notes);

* you find a Good Project (with Good Supervisors);

* your social life is ⇡ what you hope for;

* you have discipline (not all the time, but in periods);

* you like freedom (and you’re The Captain).
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Liv og forvitring

What happens when you take a bunch of Very Clever People and
give them Wide Freedom (and good salaries) – they can do
(almost) whatever they want to, for four years (as long as they
produce a few papers)?

Hvordan livet ser ut, i 2020 ...
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Things may go wrong (‘anecdotal experiences’)

* jumping o↵ – Mr X used a Business Opportunity (and became
rich); Mrs Y became Prime Minister

* Mr X’ was too fond of working alone (and at home – a
‘mailing relationship’ is not enough)

* Initial misunderstandings, expectations not well calibrated ...

* Bad Luck (a project breaks down; what you’re working on was
published two years ago; ...)

* Things happen in life

Good Luck:

* Think through a couple of (not-so-good) scenarios;

* become conscious of ‘dangers’;

* use the tredjesemestersamtale for what it’s worth; and

* speak to and with others.
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